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Foreword

Foreword
Rugby for me is the ultimate invasion game, though it is far
more than an organised collection of players tasked with
carrying a ball over a line. For a game with such an
apparently basic objective, it possesses such tactical and
technical complexities as to likely baffle any onlooker with
no experience of the sport. One can dissect the game itself
with its set pieces and flowing, often creative and
aesthetically pleasing loose play in fine detail; the balance
between attacking play and often brutal, steadfast and at
times highly structured defence. However, rooted in the very
soul of this sport, which underpin everything that players
and coaches wish to achieve, are human values such as trust,
collective and individual responsibility, discipline and
loyalty. In addition, there is an immediately identifiable and
particular social aspect to rugby that is common to players of
all ages and levels. It’s a culture utterly conducive to building
friendships for life. Whether you’re a grassroots player
operating on a muddy backfield of a local club, with its
fading pitch markings and corner flags which “won’t put
themselves away”, or a Rugby World Cup winner, more at
home entertaining thousands in tall, imposing stadia on the
global rugby theatre, the common social bond enjoyed by all
players is hugely tangible. It’s born from a shared
understanding whereby you will put your body on the line
for your best pals, and a culture of honesty and solidarity
when facing the inevitable challenges of adversity, be that
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away at Old Somethingonians in the local merit table or
facing the All Blacks at Eden Park. As a rugby player,
wherever you go in the world, you can be sure of a warm
welcome, an invitation to come training with the promise of
a loan of some old kit, or simply an opportunity to share a
beer and talk about the game. What is abundantly clear from
this story, is that such values of the game are surviving, alive
and well, all over the world, and not just a flashback to an
amateur era resonating here and there in the modern game.
The support that Luke and his father received during the
challenging times described in this book is testament to that.
Injuries come with rugby; it’s a brutal, physical sport.
However, these days, more than ever, the emphasis on
correctly preparing players of all ages both physically and
mentally for the impacts and collisions of the sport has been
pushed to the very forefront of the agenda. Despite measures
being in place for the prevention of injuries, they do happen.
It’s then down to medical teams and individuals to ensure
the correct steps are in place to rest, recover and return. It is
rarely a process carried out individually and alone.
It is reassuring to sense the ongoing theme of widespread,
caring and effective support as this story unfolds: the
immediate actions of the club doctor; the unconditional and
vital support of members of Los Tordos Rugby Club; the
surprise appearance of international players; the ongoing
assistance by Jonathan George; and of course the faultless
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support of friends and family all remotely monitored by the
Injured Players Foundation (IPF) at the RFU.
The story is a timely reminder to us all that if you set your
mind to a goal, with the right levels of determination, help
and assistance, time and the environment in which to
operate, anything is possible. Luke attacked his own
personal challenge head-long, showing great courage and
maturity beyond his years. I am delighted that his father
thought to put down in words this inspirational record of
Luke’s year-long challenge and to publish it in support of the
IPF. Their unbelievable work up and down the country, in
support of players who have suffered serious injury, and
who have been less fortunate than Luke, is extremely worthy
of all our support. On that basis, I hope the book is a real
success.
By Will Greenwood
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How it Kicks Off
Like lots of fathers, I used to observe my son Luke (our
second) in the garden as a toddler, picking balls up of various
sizes and shapes. He would run this way and that and was
fairly successful when it came to kicking a ball around. He
loved sport from the outset and the moment he could join
our local rugby club, Hertford RFC in the minis’ section as a
five-year-old, he did. Luke had been around the hundred
percentile for height and weight since birth and he seemed
destined to make an impact on the rugby field. Sadly, until
contact was introduced in the U9s, he had to settle for having
more fleet-footed, speedy scamps hurtling round him like
fireflies. Moving up through the year groups he developed
well at his school, Haileybury, where Saracens Internationals
Jamie George, Nick Isiekwe and Chris Wyles had once honed
their skills. Under the guidance of the Director of Rugby,
former British Lion Michael Owen, he improved his skill set
alongside his physical potential. In cup competitions, he
would play for the year above and never appeared out of
place, indeed he would make valuable contributions. So
when his Housemaster Matt Radley (a colleague and friend)
approached me in the Common Room to say that a place on
the senior tour to South America the following summer had
come up for Luke, we were all very excited. Despite the fact
that he would be the second youngest on the trip, I had no
concerns thanks to his size and to his successful and
enjoyable experiences playing for the year above.
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The cost of the tour was an eye-watering £2500, which even
given months of advance notice to save up, was an
unrealistic figure for us as a family. I communicated this to
Matt Radley who was down to lead the tour aided by three
colleagues. He said he would approach The Master, Mr
Collier as in the past, pupils who were not necessarily
financially able to make the most of such opportunities had
been supported from a discretionary fund. Not long
afterwards, I had a one-to-one conversation with The Master
who agreed to provide a £1000 towards the cost of this tour
on the condition that on his return, Luke made arrangements
to meet with Mr Collier to discuss the tour in person. When
the time came of course, nearly a year later, Luke had that
meeting with The Master, but the conversation turned out to
be predominantly about Luke's near catastrophic injury. It
was, more importantly, about the extraordinary human
experience that we both shared in Mendoza - an
unforgettable story of rugby camaraderie and solidarity,
unconditional assistance, of new friendships alongside
medical wizardry and an ongoing outpouring of care and
support.
Not long after Luke's confirmation on the tour, Matt Radley
was successful in getting a promotion in another school and
he approached me to replace him on the tour. During the
previous April I had been on the 1st XI cricket tour to India
and had experienced such a fantastic trip that I didn't hesitate
for a moment to take up the opportunity. I suppose it was
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also a good chance to follow Luke's progress and to keep a
fatherly eye on him, although I must confess that I didn't
communicate that to anyone, especially Luke! Outwardly, I
was simply doing my duty as an experienced Haileybury
rugby coach!
Luke attended all the summer warm-up training that took
place with great relish. I occasionally wandered out to the
playing fields to watch, resisting the temptation to join in, in
the heat, sweat and hard ground! Preparations were going
well and Luke’s grandparents had also offered £500 for us as
spending money during the tour which was a real boost. We
had much to look forward to and the tour as a whole, would
be a great experience, allowing Luke to develop as a player
and as a person, perhaps even giving him more chance of
breaking into the Saracens Junior Academy the following
season.
That was the hope.
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14th August 2018, off to South America.
On arrival at Heathrow airport, there was the usual bustling
around waiting for players to arrive in dribs and drabs. I
remember being struck by how brave a couple of the boys
had been. Two boys new into the Lower Sixth had signed up
to the tour and were therefore meeting everyone for the first
time. I remember being really impressed with Zach and
Cameron; “fair play for taking the plunge”, I remember
thinking. Then again, joining a group of rugby players on a
tour ought to be a pretty comfortable way of settling in to a
new school! And so it would turn out. We were spread out
rather sensibly, all over this enormous plane. We had readied
ourselves for the 14.5 hour flight, renowned as British
Airways’ longest flight – Heathrow to Santiago in Chile. The
airline had made a few accommodations in terms of comfort
even in economy and it was certainly better than I was used
to, popping backwards and forwards to France as I do, on
well-known no-frills airlines. However, economy it was! I
remember dropping in on Luke a few times during the flight
in an attempt to encourage him to get some sleep. I was
clearly wasting my time as he was predictably glued to the
various media offerings and film selection being beamed at
him from the small screen just a few inches from his face.
When I suggested he should recline his seat and get some
shuteye, he moaned abruptly to me that his seat would not
recline… with the kind of sharpness only teenagers use with
their parents. That said, I did sympathise and went directly
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to the staff pleading for a solution. 14.5 hours on a seat that
did not recline struck me as the kind of torturous exercise
that would not look out of place in a late 60s James Bond film,
with Sean Connery strapped in, and a well-dressed villain
looking on. Luke's bad luck of having the only seat on the
plane that didn't recline quickly flipped and rather than flick
an annoyingly concealed switch that neither of us had seen
in order to fix the seat, Luke was hoiked out of economy and
upgraded to premium economy! Luke made no attempt to
conceal his glee as not only did he move up to premium
economy, he was personally settled in to one of those seats
at the front with the extra legroom. This, for a 6'3" 15-yearold, was an absolute result! As it would turn out, it was not
the last time in this story that I would suffer Luke's
gratuitous gloating on the back of a British Airways upgrade!
On our arrival in Chile, we met our local guide for the first
time. He was a rather diminutive figure, very casually
dressed who introduced himself as Pitu, which he explained
was a nickname meaning Smurf. That Pitu looked like he had
slept in his clothes that night, and only for a few hours,
mattered not as there was a warmth to this man that was
evident from the moment we first shook hands. Pitu had
played a little rugby himself and was a genial host and
incredibly easy to get on with. We arrived early in the
morning and few could resist the predictable jokes about
how chilly Chile was. As is often the case when touring, the
first coach journey to the hotel was a real eye-opener as we
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made our way through some incredibly poor areas and
frequent cultural reminders of how lucky we all are to live
where we do and as we do. When we de-bussed in front of
our hotel we were greeted from across the road by a local
ne'er-do-well shrieking over at us with his chums in a
language none of us understood. Therefore, his insults and
threats were totally wasted on us; a fact that I don't think this
chap’s tiny and underused brain had calculated. However,
when he issued the internationally recognisable cutthroat
gesture, pulling his thumb across his throat from one ear to
the other with a huge grin on his face, nodding slightly,
communication had been successfully achieved! We would
give these guys a wide berth! “Welcome to Santiago” I
thought.
Santiago itself was fascinating with a deep history and two
very clear areas: one rather rundown and the other very
modern and progressive. Everywhere you got the sense that
Chile was modelling itself on the United States, though quite
why was a concept that evaded us all. The beauty of the
Andes that seemed to surround us was breath taking and
certainly a memorable sight. After various guided tours and
meals our focus moved to the rugby and with only a day or
so before our first game it was important to set up a training
session. Staggeringly, it seemed we were to have to pay a
huge amount to hire a ground and not only that, but also
additional coach costs to travel there, so we set about
exploring the possibility of using one of the many local parks
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for our session. After not too long we found a beautiful spot,
walked the ground to assess the possibilities and planned a
session for the next day. We had a really purposeful session
despite the heat and the long walk to and from the
underground station (an episode we had negotiated
successfully without losing a single young Englishman to the
Santiago Metro system!). With 35 players on the tour, and
only four games scheduled, there was a lot of pressure on me
as the head coach to ensure all the players returned home
with enough game time under their belts and that the
appropriate quality of player would be selected in light of the
opposition. When on tour, this is easier said than done as
often little is known about the opponents. It was up to Pitu
to give us the intel on the oppo. He assured us that Santiago
College, our first and only game in Chile would be our
weakest opponents on tour. I carefully sat down and planned
a 2nd XV line up, based largely on Michael Owen's
suggestions. Game one, at Santiago College surrounded by
the extraordinary Chilean landscape was a total mismatch.
According to Pitu remember, they would be “the weakest
team”. Their international fly-half set the tone from the start
and it was an uncomfortable exercise for the Haileybury
team. Players who had been U16B and even C teamers the
previous season, stepped up and showed incredible spirit,
courage and resilience. With some appropriate shifting of
personnel on both teams, the second half was far more
competitive. However, the afternoon had been testing to say
the least. The highlight of the day was a very pleasant and
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unrushed lunch, hosted by Santiago College. In an
extraordinary gesture of generous hosting, a female member
of staff, whose name now evades me, whose job it was to
ensure the smooth running of the college’s daily operations,
came over to the staff table to announce she would drum up
a few female pupils to entertain our boys. My first
impression was that this was a deliberate attempt to throw
the boys mentally prior to the match! As it turned out, some
of these young ladies seemed to need no encouragement
from this nice staff member and were fascinated by our
chaps, though once again I was baffled as to why.
Astonishingly, some of the boys approached us to say they
would like to attend the afternoon’s first lesson alongside
their new Chilean female friends, having been invited. While
I enjoyed the rare enthusiasm for attending lessons, all the
staff unanimously agreed that this would be a potentially
calamitous course of action! We left Santiago College a little
bruised but with no significant injuries and much to discuss
with our tour guide Pitu, who announced on the coach on
the way back to the hotel “I was really surprised! They had a
good team!”
I didn't warm hugely to Santiago, although I know Luke
really enjoyed his time there and as a rugby experience it left
a little to be desired. I couldn't wait, however, to hop over
the Andes and arrive in Argentina. First stop, Mendoza! I
knew very little about Mendoza other than it was the home
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of excellent red wine and the best steaks in the world! None
of us could wait frankly.
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